
 
2022 Race Report 

 

 
 

The 20th edition of the Georges Willis Memorial Breezathon finally happened after a 2 year Covid enforced hiatus.  
Entries, capped at 80, sold out within the 1st few days of opening, showing just how keen everybody was to take part 
in the event again.  Weather forecasts were predicting strong winds, rain, even lightening!  Fortunately, however, we 
were blessed with a window of the most calm weather we’ve ever experienced for a Breezathon, the predicted storm 
arrived a few hours later, we got lucky! 
 
The calm conditions allowed for a return to the much preferred traditional “Round-the-Island” paddle, the first time 
since 2016!  The 7am Le Mans style start saw the paddlers charging down Smith street to their craft and setting off 
on the dead flat lagoon.  Initial pace was set by newcomer Christina Geromont and Rob Meintjes with a hard-chasing 
pack just a few seconds behind.  For once there were no issues experienced by any of the paddlers and everyone 
got through this leg and off the water a lot quicker than before.  Rob managed to pip Team Scoot’s paddler David 
Warmerdam by a few seconds and Christina lead the ladies off the water in a new ladies paddle record time of 17:16! 
 
Team Scoot’s cyclist Jordan Ferreira, lead out on the cycling leg until he was overtaken by a flying Reece McDonald 
of Team “You better f@ing paddle!”.  Reece was taking on both the cycle and run leg, so he had his work cutout 
against the other 3 person teams.  He managed to build a small lead on his rivals thanks to his efforts and his team 
paddler Helena Geromont.  Team Hofmeyr, lead by father Francois snr and his 2 son’s Francois and Reiz were hot 
on there heals though.  Francois jnr represented SA earlier this year at the World Junior Cycling Championships so 
he quickly set about trying to cut into the deficit, he eventually blitzed the 17km hilly route, smashing the previous 
course by more than 6 minutes in an incredible time of 29:50.  Reece, however still held the overall lead and posted 
an equally impressive time of 30:32, especially considering he still had to transition to the run leg. 
 
In the individual category, Rob managed to hang onto his lead for most of the cycle leg, but he was eventually caught 
and briefly overtaken by 3 time defending champion, Kyle Meintjes a few meters from T2.  In the ladies race, 2014 
ladies champ, Karina Stowick, just caught Christina and lead her into T2 with a mere 8 sec lead. 
 
The run leg saw Reece heading out from T2 with a lead over the Hofmeyrs of just under 2 minutes, he was being 
chased by Reitz, who managed to eat away at the lead but just not enough, Reece eventually crossed the line in a 
new team record time of 1:09:02, with Reitz 50 secs behind, 3rd team was Team Scoot, with Naison Murega as their 
runner, a further 5 minutes behind. 
 
Christina managed to overhaul Karina in the run leg and go on to win by 41 secs.  Another first-timer, Teresa-Ann 
Ruster was 3rd lady across the line a further 7 mins back. Rob gained a few precious seconds coming out of T2 and 
just held onto this slender lead throughout the run, eventually just beating Kyle by 21 secs.  Kino Meintjes put in a 
late charge on the run and although he managed to reduce the gap to the leaders significantly, he ran out of time and 
finished 1:20 behind his elder brother Kyle. 
 
For the first time in the history of the event, the winning margin in all 3 categories was less than 1 minute, great tight 
racing!  
 



 
 
In the tandem category, Bossie Boshoff & Helane Smit came in 1st with Harry & Jacolien Burger in 2nd place. 
 
Individual leg winners were: Rob & Christina paddling, Francois & Karina cycling and Leander Pholman & Yvette 
Phillips running. 
 
Other awards went to the evergreen Golden Oldies who had to make a late substitution but still had a combined age 
of 215 years to once again easily maintain their hard earned trophy for the “Oldest Team”. Proving that age is just a 
number, they managed to beat 4 other teams, a fantastic achievement.   Along these lines, Robbie Niehaus, at the 
ripe old age of 73 made his Breezathon debut in the individual category and in doing so became the oldest individual 
finisher ever, a fantastic achievement, he did threaten to return next year with an e-bike :)  At the other end of the 
scale, young Mija Blom, 9 years old won the award for being the youngest competitor overall. 
 
The 20th event was given wonderful support, most especially from Jacques Germishuizen from Langebaan Spar.  
Jacques not only sponsored the much enjoyed boerie rolls at the prize-giving but arrived at the venue before all the 
participants to setup the Spar gazebo, and then proceeded with the very important job as braai master, ably 
supported by Riaan.  Thanks so much Jacques for going way above and beyond for us and your continued support, it 
is very much appreciated!  Big thanks also to Ivan and Gail van Niekerk for the venue, launching the boat and 
providing water safety around the island and then rushing up to the run turn around point and serving cold Coke and 
water to the thirsty runners.  Then a huge thanks to Caryn and her assistants, Stevie, Ame and Sam for the 
tremendously difficult task of taking all our times, for each leg, a tough job but done with great precision.  Thanks also 
to Louw Nel from Peninsula beverages for sponsoring the Cokes and to Hugo & Elmien of Daisy Branding for working 
closely with us to produce the fantastic event t-shirts and branded coffee mugs that were awarded to all finishers.  
Louise du Plessis and Eddy Wendzich, thanks for your photographs!  
 
See you in 2023 for the 21st event! 
 

 
Alan Warwick, demonstrating the proper way to finish the paddle leg 😊 



2019 Race Report 
 

 
 

The 19th edition of the Georges Willis Memorial Breezathon saw a field of 68 competitors line-up on a typically clear 
and breezy Langebaan morning.  The paddle route was once again a 3km round-the-buoys course parallel to the 
shore. The traditional start bell was rung by Dennis Meintjes and paddlers charged down Smith Street to find their 
craft and hit the water, Kyle Meintjes was first on the water again and he was followed closely by Rob Meintjes, David 
Warmerdam, Adrian Ceruti and 1st team paddler Anthony Martinez.  The ladies were lead out by none other than 74 
year old Lynne Pearson who went on to dominate the ladies and comfortably win the paddle leg, a fantastic 
achievement from this Breezathon veteran, taking part in her 15th event.  Kyle was eventually hauled in by the senior 
paddlers but he used his superior running speed to exit his boat quicker and sprint into T1 with an 18 sec lead on 
Rob.  Martinez, from defending team champs Kokomojo, had built up just under a minute’s lead on his step-father 
Angus Nel of Team Generations.  
 
The bike leg saw Kyle’s superior climbing ability help him to increase his lead on the hills of the infamous “Mamba”, 
heading towards the 1st turnaround point at the WCNP entrance gate.  As has become the norm, the road cyclists 
risked all by returning to town on the gravel road, it paid off and no-one suffered any mishaps using this tactic on the 
1st lap.  Kokomojo’s Justin Maltby flew along on the bike to give his team a commanding lead and comfortably set the 
fastest time on the bike leg. Kyle was fastest individual, notwithstanding the fact that the gravel road finally got 
revenge on his 2nd lap, puncturing his rear tyre 2km’s from transition, deciding the quickest action was to keep going 
he eventually came in on the rim, somehow still upright.  Kino Meintjes recorded the 2nd fastest individual ride of the 
day.  In the ladies event, Anel Horn, who had only learnt how to paddle properly a few days before the event, moved 
to the top after a commanding ride that saw her record the fastest ladies cycle leg.  Kyle had increased his lead to 1.5 
mins over Rob and Kino was 6 minutes back.  Anel now held a 6 minute lead over Nelize Germishuizen, with Karina 
Stowick a further 1.5 mins behind.  Kokomojo were in a dominant position in the teams with a massive 17 minute lead 
over Team Steelers. 
 
The run leg saw a superb 20 min effort from Kokomojo’s Naison Murega and very impressive and 2nd fastest overall 
time of 23 min for leading lady Anel Horn!  These performances cemented convincing victories for Anel by 13 mins 
from Nelize and Karina a further 2 mins back.  Kokomojo won by over 20 min from the Steelers (Claude, Bossie and 
Helane).  Kyle put in the 3rd fastest run of the day to increase his lead and take the men’s title for the 3rd straight year 
by just under 4 minutes. Rob was 2nd and Kino ensured a family shutout of the men’s podium spots, 6 minutes behind 
in 3rd. 
 
Christiaan & Jaco won the Tandem event from Marc & Juanita Ambler.  Special mention to the Golden Oldies who, 
with a combined age of 219 years comfortably won the “Oldest Team” award and still managed to finish a credible 9th 
out of 12 teams!  Interestingly 3 or the top 10 positions were filled by juniors, Kino was 3rd and 13 year-olds Axel Smit 
and Adriaan Louw were 7th and 9th respectively.  Adriaan at just a month younger took the youngest individual 
competitor award, while young team competitor Stiaan le Roux, at 12 was the youngest overall. 
 
Big thanks once again for all the help from Gail & Ivan van Niekerk for providing their home to us and helping with 
water safety and doing drinks duties on the run leg. To Jacques Germishuizen from Langebaan Spar for so 
generously sponsoring the boerie rolls enjoyed by all and Louw Nel from Peninsula Beverages, Vredenburg Depot for 
sponsoring the Coke.  To Caryn and her helpers for doing the tough timing job for us all, very much appreciated! 



2018 Race Report 
 

 
 

The 18th edition of the Georges Willis Memorial Breezathon saw a new record entry, the field of 89 competitors, 
consisted of 27 individuals, 7 tandems and 16 teams.  Weather conditions were according to the forecast of a 
southerly breeze in the early morning getting lighter, this caused the paddle to revert to it's now popular shoreline 
course measuring just under the 3km distance of the old round the island route.  As the wind dropped the runners felt 
the heat and by the time the last runners finished it had turned to a stunning windless Langebaan morning.  The 
traditional start bell was rung just after 7am and the paddlers charged down Smith St to find their boats and head off 
for the 1st of their 2 laps on the paddle leg.  Kyle Meintjes was 1st onto the water, he was passed by Rob Meintjes 
but the lead soon changed again when a fast charging Luca Ceruti caught up to and briefly passed Rob. Luca just 
couldn't hang on for the 2nd lap and Rob took a narrow lead off the water and into transition. Also on the front bunch 
was Adrian Ceruti, David Warmerdam and the 1st team paddler, Anthony Martinez of Team Kokomojo, all separated 
by only a few seconds.  Hayley Ceruti, paddling for the ladies team, Kom See Kom Sa, was the leading lady in the 
paddle leg followed closely by individuals Cajsa Meintjes and Louise Du Plessis. 
 
Team Kokomojo cyclist Justin Maltby very quickly moved past the two Meintjes' at the front of the field and continued 
to build a huge lead in the team category. Kyle, clearly benefiting from all the training done at the Plett Rage training 
camp showed his father how to climb hills and started building a lead at the front of the individual race.  Ladies team 
cyclist Desire Strydom continued the good start from Hayley and started moving rapidly through the field.  An 
interesting tussle was also taking place amongst the juniors (U16).  12 year old Adriaan Louw, doing his 1st 
Breezathon, took the lead at the end of the paddle leg. He was passed by Kino Meintjes and Ryan du Randt on the 
bike leg with Ryan building up a 2 minute lead at the end of this leg.  Meanwhile, disaster was to strike for Desire, a 
dog on a leash got away from it's owner as Desi was coming past at 55km/h. Unfortunately there was a horrible 
collision and Desi flew over her handle bars landing badly on her shoulder and back. Unbelievably she did not seem 
to sustain any broken limbs and despite severe abrasions on her elbow and the rest of her body she managed to limp 
home and still record the fastest ladies cycle time of 38:23.  She took herself to hospital afterwards and had her 
elbow stitched. Hopefully she makes a full recovery soon, we wish you all the best Desi!  Justin recorded a new 
course record time on the bike, incredibly he covered the 17km hilly route in just 33:17! Kyle continued to build his 
lead and recorded the fastest individual male cycle time of 37:38.  Fastest individual lady on the bike leg was Anel 
Horn who had moved into 2nd place in the ladies, having taken 2 minutes out of the 6 minute lead Louise had on her 
from the paddle. 
 
Justin handed over to Naison Murega, who despite briefly stopping to assist the fallen Desi, continued to build his 
team's lead. He blitzed through the 5km run leg in 20:32 to hand his team a huge victory by nearly 15 mins over their 
closest rivals, in the process they also broke the team course record.  Kyle, fearing a late charge from his father 
continued to put the hammer down and recorded the 2nd fastest run time and fastest by an individual of 23:05. This 
cemented his victory by a very comfortable margin of more than 4 minutes over 2nd placed Rob and in the process 
also broke the course record. 3rd male home was 1st timer Pieter de Kock who came in just over a minute later.  



Louise had to fend off a late charge on the run by Anel, who sped through the run course in the fastest ladies time of 
23:12. This brought her to within just 30 secs of Louise but not enough to stop Louise from successfully defending 
her title as the ladies champion!  The ladies team, Kon See Kom Sa, anchored in the run by Emmerentia Nel pipped 
Team 3-4-5 home to take 2nd in the team category, Reeza Nel was the fastest lady team runner.  In the junior 
section Kino was desperately trying to claw away at the 2 minute advantage Ryan had from the cycle leg and, leaving 
it late, launched a desperate but successful sprint over the last 50 metres to just pip Ryan in a fantastic finish. 
 
Other awards went to Team Smitsin's young cyclist Axl Smit, at 12 years old the youngest competitor in the field, 
Adriaan Louw won the award for the youngest individual.  Wikus Naude endured a torrid time on the cycle leg with 
multiple punctures but fought on bravely eventually running the rest of the cycle leg with his bike.  The Alda Willis 
"Vasbyt" award for the participant showing true grit and determination in the face of adversity was appropriately given 
to Desi for continuing after her awful wipeout. The oldest team award was comfortably defended by The Golden 
Oldies who had to change their name from the Golden Girls as they brought in Mel Berry, to partner regulars Lynn 
Pearson & Jill Arbuthnot, as a sub for their regular runner Ros who was unable to take part due to illness.  Out of 
respect for their elders the organisers no longer publish the calculation for awarding this trophy, for any team that 
feels they can beat these legends, good luck, they have a big lead! 
 
In the tandem category, leaders off the water, Declan French & Stephen Panagiotidis were shifted into 2nd place by 
the ladies Nelize Germishuizen & Lize who took the lead in the cycle and consolidated it in the run leg to win this 
category comfortably by over 4 minutes. 
 
Several milestones were achieved and records set:  

• Team Kokomojo's winning time of 1:10:22 beat the old record of 1:13:52 set in 2007 
• Kyle's winning time of 1:16:19 beat the old record of 1:20:36 set in 2012 
• Justin smashed his own cycle record with his 33:17, his old record was 34:13 set last year  
• Both Nikita and Kyle completed their 10th individual events 

 
A huge thank you to Gail & Ivan van Niekerk for providing their home to us and helping with water safety and doing 
drinks duties on the run leg. To Jacques Germishuizen from Langebaan Spar for so generously sponsoring the 
boerie rolls enjoyed by all, also Louw Nel from Peninsula Beverages, Vredenburg Depot for sponsoring the Coke.  To 
Caryn and her helpers for somehow deciphering the timing of us all, very much appreciated! 
 
Seasons greetings to all and see you for no. 19 next year! 
 
Click here for full results, here for some pics on Facebook and here for past results, race reports and history of the 
event. 

https://www.webscorer.com/racedetails?raceid=164484
https://www.facebook.com/Breezathon-180841338594576/
http://www.lagoonlife.net/content/view/30/43/


2017 Race Report 
 

 

Well done to all who took part in another fantastic Georges Willis Memorial Breezathon! The 17th edition took place with a 

new record field of 74 participants lining up on a clear but windy morning, not quite as windy as was expected but enough 

of a concern to warrant a change of course for the paddle leg.  With many in the field complete novice paddlers, shortly 

before the start there were still numerous paddling "lessons" taking place on the beach, it was decided to stage a 2 lap in-

shore course that had the paddlers paddling between 2 turn buoys in the shallower waters along the beach, a distance of 

1.8km instead of the normal 3km course around the island. This actually went down very well as it had the bonus of being 

much more spectator friendly and the paddlers could keep an eye on each other too. The traditional ringing of the bell 

kicked things off a little after 7.00am, paddlers charged down to the beach to drag their boats into the water from a 

staggered start line. Kyle Meintjes was 1st on the water but was quickly hunted down by Rob Meintjes and Adrian Ceruti.  

Rob (9:53) just pipped Adrian & Kyle to the transition point and they were followed closely by Team Kokomojo paddler 

Antony Martinez.  Fastest lady off the water was Hannah Maltby all the way from Mud Island (12:53).  Most paddlers 

enjoyed the alternate safer course but there were still those that required a bit of assistance from our faithful mid-field 

sweeps Gordon and Nikita, in fact Gorbon actually landed up assisting a paddler who wasn't even doing the race!  No real 

action for Ivan in the safety boat and eveyone made it off the water without too much drama. 

  

On to the bikes Rob and Komomojo's Rowan Vos took up the charge into the wind, but a fast moving Kyle soon hauled 

them in and flew past them on the uphill climb to the top of the Mamba.  Now it was decision time, for those on mountain 

bikes it is an obvious choice to take the flatter dirt road option in front of the Farmhouse on the return to transition but for 

those on road bikes it was a tough choice, back up the Mamba or the risk of a road bike on the bumpy gravel road, Kyle 

took the gamble and headed for the gravel, followed by Rob, Rowan and a flying Justin Maltby, all on road bikes.  The 

gamble paid off, no-one punctured or lost control on the gravel and this was repeated for the 2nd lap.  In the ladies race, 

Louis du Plessis took the lead and bravely went up the Mamba on her 1st bike leg but took the gravel option for the 2nd 

and survived too, she recorded the fastest cycling by an individual lady (48:38).  Strydom & Kie team cyclist Desire 

Strydom, on a mountain bike, flew thru to record the best ladies cycle time (39:42).  Meanwhile in the battle upfront the 

lead changed hands once again when Justin caught Kyle at the end of the 1st lap, Kyle managed to slip him back into the 

wind at the start of lap 2 but couldn't hang on up the climbs, Justin won the men's cycle leg in an incredible course record 

time of 34:13, this gave him a 1 min lead over Kyle and 2:30 over Rob.  12 year old Kino Meintjes had moved into 4th 

overall midway thru the cycle but a dropped chain cost him a few places.  Cajsa Meintjes meanwhile discovered a slow 



puncture while descending the Mamba and decided to put safety first and walk the rest of the steep downhill.  With her 

husband failing to equip her with either the tools or the knowledge to deal with the impending flat (how bad!) she soldiered 

on slowly, finishing practically on her wheel rim. 

  

On to the run leg and a rapidly closing Kyle quickly caught the leader, Justin, within the first 500m of the 5km run leg, from 

here he simply put the pedal down and stormed away to eventually increase his lead to 2 minutes and go on to win his 1st 

Breezathon at the age of 17, he is by far the youngest ever winner of the event in it's 17 year history.  Rob just managed to 

catch Justin on the finish line to take 2nd and Louis won the ladies race by 8 min from Anel Horn who tried everything to 

haul her in on the run, Anel was the fastest lady runner (24:53) and Kyle recorded the fastest men's run by an individual 

(22:41).  Kino had surrendered 4th to Ryan du Randt on the cycle leg and tried everything to get the place back on the run 

leg, a sprint finish lead to Ryan just holding him off and the 2 young guns (both 12 yearls old) took 4th and 5th respectively, 

this shows that the old timers have work to do in order to compete with the new wave of youngsters coming through to take 

3 of the 5 top spots!  In the team event, Kokomojo's lead was radically increased by a super fit Naison Murega who 

recorded the fastest run leg overall in a blitz time of 19:56.  They won by 9 minutes from Strydom and Kie.  3rd lady was 

Hannah and 1st Tandem was Father & Son, Willie & Dewan Brnard. 

  

Other awards went to Mari Nel (12), youngest competitor, Kino (12), youngest indivdual competitor, 1st junior u16, Ryan du 

Randt, Vasbyt award for determination went to Cajsa after enduring a nightmare with her puncture on the bike.  Gordon 

was awarded the 4th leg prize, for his great effort in paddling the gruelling 56km Cape Point Challenge Surfski race the day 

before and then completing the Breezathon, while helping the backmarkers the next day when he was completely 

shattered, great effort Gordon.  The Golden Girls once again succesfully defended their title of the Oldest Team, easing 

past the 230 year mark for their combined age.  Sieggy Cooke received the new milestone award for succesfully 

completing her 10th successive race as an individual, well done Siegg's! 

  

A huge thank you must go to our sponsors Langebaan Spar for the Boerie Rolls etc, thanks Jacques, to Coke, thanks 

Louw to Walter Hart for the Restube PFD he donated for lucky draw and to Angus Nel of Dihanti Hardware for the buffs he 

donated.  Your contributions were greatly appreciated by all as were the Breezathon branded travel mugs presented to all 

finishers.  Another big thanks must go to all our superb helpers and hosts, Gail & Ivan, Caryn and Kathryn for handling the 

very tough timekeeping duties and braai-masters Dave and Ivan. Very well done to all individuals and tandems who tackled 

the whole challenge and to all the teams for their specialist efforts.  

  

The results can be found here: https://www.webscorer.com/race?raceid=123230  and some more pics on our Facebook 

Page.    

  

See you all in 2018! 

 

https://www.webscorer.com/race?raceid=123230
https://www.facebook.com/Breezathon-180841338594576/
https://www.facebook.com/Breezathon-180841338594576/


2016 Race Report 

 

Well done to all who took part in another fantastic Georges Willis Memorial Breezathon! The 16th edition took place with 

the 2nd biggest field ever, just under 70 participants lined up in clear, warm conditions with a slight breeze from the south. 

The traditional ringing of the bell kicked things off at 7.30am, paddlers charged down to the beach with some interesting 

new short cuts being used to get to their boats as quickly as possible.  A front bunch of Adrian, David, Anthony and Rob 

lead the group on the traditional round the island route with Luca and Kyle just behind them.  It quickly became evident that 

the water was not nearly as calm as it had looked from the shore and several paddlers had to really dig deep to negotiate 

their way through the rapidly growing chop that had developed around the southern part of the island.  With the aid of our 

very helpful mid-field sweeps in Gordon, Nikita and Marc W. and the watchful eye of Hylton in the safety boat, everyone 

was eventually able to complete the 3km paddle course and get safely off the water, not without several capsizes and other 

issues though! Rob lead the charging team paddlers, David and Anthony off the water and Marina produced the fastest 

ladies paddle.  

  

On to the bikes and Louis took up the charge for Team Iron Men with the next 3 teams in hot pursuit.  Kyle soon caught a 

hampered Adrian on the bike, Adrian clearly had first hand knowledge of an imminent storm (or perhaps he just forgot to 

take it off) as he charged off on the bike in his lifejacket (this tactic has been tried several times before by other 

competitors). After the 1st lap, with the storm not materialising Ad decided to dispense with the jacket and charged on with 

a bit less drag.  This however cost him as Kyle, his son, Luca and Thomas managed to catch and pass him.  Newcomer 

Ryan Maynard, after more than a few issues out on the water, put in a sterling effort on the bike and recorded the fastest 

time by an individual, Louis still led the race overall and was the quickest team cyclist with Karina Stowick blitzing the 2-lap 

hilly 17km cycle route the quickest of the ladies. 

  

Rob and Kyle recorded identical times on the bike so the gap had remained constant since the paddle and remained the 

same out on the run, Ralph took up the baton for the Iron Men and cruised home to record a great victory for them in an 

impressive time of 1h17, just a few minutes shy of the course record. Flying youngster Adrian Strydom, at 12 years old 

came charging through the field to lead his team, 2 Bald Guys & a Kid, into 2nd place overall, he recorded the fastest run 

on the day. Nkosie, opting to skip the free-falling flight down the mamba and concentrate on his speciality running 

discipline lead his team Pearlys into 3rd place across the line.  Rob just pipped Kyle into 2nd and Luca took 3rd from a fast 

closing Thomas Revello in the individual category.  Fastest ladies run was by Yvette Phillips in Team Lastminute.com.  The 

ladies individual saw Cajsa taking it from Sieggy and Nikita.  The tandem category was won by Team Spar, Jacque & 

Riaan. 

  

Other awards went to Nina (9), youngest competitor, Kino (12), youngest indivdual competitor, 1st junior u16, Luca, Vasbyt 

award for determination went to Micahel Rademan after enduring a nightmare with punctures on the bike.  Adrian was 

awarded the booby prize called the 4th leg, for his lifejacket escapades.  The Golden Girls once again succesfully 

defended their title of the Oldest Team, but not by much as team Young at Heart also smashed the 200 year barrier. 

  

A huge thank you must go to our sponsors Langebaan Spar for the Boerie Rolls etc, thanks Jacques, to Coke, thanks 

Louw and to Black Eagle brewery, thanks Hugo, your contributions really helped add to a fantastic day out and allowed us 

to once again enjoy the wonderful legacy that has been left to us by the event founder, Georges Willis.  Another big thanks 

must go to all our superb helpers and hosts, Gail & Ivan, Caryn and Lori handling the very tough timekeeping duties, braai-

master Dennis and assistant Luke and Hilton on the duck. Very well done to all individuals and tandems who tackled the 

whole challenge and to all the teams for their specialist efforts.  



2015 Race Report 

 

Wow what a fantastic Georges Willis Memorial Breezathon we had! The 15th edition took place with the biggest field ever, 

over 70 participants lined up in cool conditions with a slight breeze from the north. The paddlers set off at 7.30am for the 

traditional round the island route and were greeted with a slight chop on the water that was to get a bit more hectic, cause 

several capsizes and saw one boat being returned to the beach but no other major issues occurred as everyone safely 

completed the 3km course. The 17km cycle leg produced the drama with different course options, mechanical issues and a 

frightening fall down the "Mamba" amongst some of the action that played out. By the time the 5km run leg started, 

conditions had become uncomfortably warm and runners had to dig deep to beat the heat. Very well done to all individuals 

and tandems who tackled the whole challenge and to all the teams for their specialist efforts. A really great day out and a 

wonderful legacy that has been left for us all to enjoy! Click here for all the results and you can find pics on our Facebook 

Page.  Special thanks to Wings Coffee Roasters for their sponsorship and to all who helped out on the day, your efforts are 

invaluable and much appreciated. See you all in 2016! 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8-y9JPM9YCkY1RXdVB2dnRyMFk/view?usp=sharing
https://www.facebook.com/Breezathon-180841338594576/
https://www.facebook.com/Breezathon-180841338594576/
http://wingscoffeeroasters.co.za/


2014 Race Report 
 

The 14th annual Breezathon, the Georges Willis Memorial, took place in Langebaan on 14 December in extremely windy 
conditions.  
 
40 competitors lined up in Smith Street awaiting the 7.00am start of the 1st leg, the paddle, once again, as has happened twice 
in the past, it was wisely decided to hold a very short paddle leg parallel to the coast heading into the wind for 600m, turning 
around the Naval Jetty and then coming back with the wind to the start point.  Adrian Ceruti, after shepherding his daughter 
Gia round the course last time out, cut loose in the paddle and just managed to pip his talented son Luca.  Not far behind were 
more youngsters in Kyle Meintjes and 1st lady, Nikita Meintjes.  Past winner John vd Vyver and the late event founder, Georges’ 
son, James teamed up in a double to be the 1st tandem in.  Another youngster Erin Maltby put her team, The Toughsters, into 
the lead in the team event. 
 
Out on the road, cyclists once again had 2 options on the way back from the WCNP gate turnpoint, 2 climbs back up the 
notorious “Mamba” or the gravel route of the “White Road”.  With the wind helping, the Mamba option proved a little easier 
this time round, Rob Meintjes, took the overall lead from Adrian, Karina Stowick took over at the front of the ladies, vd Vyver & 
Willis retained their lead as did The Toughsters. 
 
The run leg yielded no change in the individual categories but saw a takeoff from Team Wings (flown by pilots Brent Mcleod & 
Justus Du Toit) that earned them the tandem honours and a superb 23m run by Jess Mcleod to put her all lady Team Jermarley 
(Hayley Ceruti, Marina Black) at the top of the team category.  
 
With Sally moving up to the individual category the Golden Girls had a name change to the Golden Oldies and drafted Brian 
Pearson in to do the cycle leg, this did not hamper their title defence of their Oldest Team Trophy, this they managed in the end 
with a combined age of 206 years, remarkable!  After trashing the 4th Leg trophy last year, it was decided to re-award it to 
Hayley Ceruti.  
 
9 year old Gia Ceruti was awarded the “Alda Willis Vasbyt” trophy for her strength and courage shown in completing the event 
all on her own.  The other awards that were handed out at the traditional prize-giving were those for youngest competitor, 
young Gemima Maltby aged 7 won this, she competed with The Toughsters in the team event.  Kino Meintjes, age 9, won the 
award for the youngest individual. 1st Junior U16 was Kyle Meintjes. 
 
A big thanks to all the helpers: Ivan & Gail our hosts Caryn, Zanie & Gabie for time-keeping, Dennis and Ann for cooking the 
traditional post event boerie rolls enjoyed by all and to Georges for leaving us this wonderful legacy!  



2013 Race Report 
 

The 13th annual Breezathon, the Georges Willis Memorial, took place in Langebaan on 8 December in clear but slightly breezy 
conditions.   
 
47 competitors lined up in Smith Street awaiting the 7.00am start of the 1st leg, the paddle around Schaapen Island.  The paddle 
was won by the tandem pair in a double-ski, Athol Surtees and Claire Williams, first male was saw a fantastic performance by 
10 year old Luca Ceruti in under 20 minutes and first female was another junior Nikita Meintjes in 21:04. 1st Team paddler in 
was Angus Nel  of Team Muller in 21:28.    
 
Ace husband and wife cycling experts, Marius and Desiree Strydom, soon wrested the lead on their favoured leg, opting for 
road bikes and thus 2 climbs back up the notorious “Mamba” on the  2-lap cycle route between Smith Street and WCNP 
entrance gate.  By the end of leg 2 they were lying comfortably 1st and 2nd overall, thanks to times of 43m and 42m respectively.  
Surtees and Williams were still leading the Tandem category while Sally Frohlich had eked out a lead for the evergreens, Team 
Golden Girls.  
 
The Strydoms easily held there lead with 30m run times for Marius to take line honours and Desiree to finish 2nd overall and 1st 
lady, this is the highest overall finish ever by a lady!  Nikita held on to round out the top 3 just piping one of the internationals, 
Swede Jonas Kjelqvist into 4th.  Barabara Booyens and Elke Wicht stormed through the run leg to take the tandem title and 
Katheryn Uren anchored Team U3 home to take the Team title with hubby Peter cycling (he had a few issues out there, 
amongst them, broken chains, faulty helmet and a wipeout) and daughter Hannah paddling. 
 
The Golden Girls regained their Oldest Team Trophy with a combined age of 202 yrs!   
 
A great performance was that of young Gia Ceruti, who aged 8, become the youngest ever girl to complete the entire event on 
her own. She was awarded the “Alda Willis Vasbyt” trophy for her strength and courage shown in completing the event all on 
her own.  The other awards that were handed out at the traditional prize-giving were those for youngest competitor, young 
Gemima Maltby aged 6 won this, she competed with Team Maltby in the team event.  Kino Meintjes, age 8, won the award for 
the youngest individual. 1st Junior U16 was Nikita Meintjes. 
  
A big thanks to all the helpers: Ivan & Gail our hosts Caryn & Ros for time-keeping, Dennis and Neil for cooking the traditional 
post event boerie rolls enjoyed by all and to Georges for leaving us this wonderful legacy!  



2012 Race Report 
 

The 12th annual Breezathon, the Georges Willis Memorial, took place in Langebaan on 9 December in clear but slightly breezy 
conditions.  This year’s event was held in honour of the founder, Georges Willis, who, after more than 2 years of bravely 
battling cancer, very sadly passed away a few weeks ago.  Georges not only founded this event but won it twice and left us a 
legacy that we will all get to enjoy in the future.  
 
53 competitors lined up in Smith Street awaiting the 7.00am start of the 1st leg, the paddle around Schaapen Island.  There 
were several novice paddlers in the field as well as a SUP competitor for the 1st time, the breeze made for slightly choppy 
conditions on the way to the island resulting in several paddlers having a few difficulties.  The rescue boat, skippered by Mel 
Richter, was planning an early morning sightseeing and photo opp. cruise but were required to get into action immediately 
after the start as kayaks started capsizing, there was even a stranding on the island and when Mel had no other offers from his 
crew he had to go overboard to fetch the stranded paddler himself, sustaining several cuts and bruises along the way.  Several 
of the old hands in the field assisted those in need, their efforts along with the safety boat crew were much appreciated and 
very much in keeping with the spirit of the event.  Out front Adrian Ceruti led the field to the island where he relinquished his 
lead to Rob Meintjes who held this lead to the end of the paddle, David Warmerdam was going strongly as well and eventually 
took 2nd place himself, with Adrian finishing 3rd.  9 yr old Luca Ceruti showed up many a seasoned paddler by coming in 7th in 
the paddle leg.  A fine effort was also put in by Craig Maltby, who had half his family bouncing around in the back of a double 
surfski and left the paddling duties to Dad, after stopping for roll call a few times he still managed an amazing 4th place.  In the 
ladies category less than a minute separated the top 4, Hayley Ceruti narrowly beat Charisse Hansen into 2nd place, they were 
closely followed by juniors Hannah Maltby and Nikita Meintjes.  1st Team paddler in was Rowan Vos.   A determined effort was 
put in by Marlu Lennox who spent just under an hour out on the water but in true Breezathon spirit never gave up and 
completed the paddle.  Amidst the relative chaos going on around him on the water, young Kino Meintjes, who had just turned 
7, paddled along merrily on his own steam with Mom just beside him to keep him company.  He was to face a tough challenge 
on the cycling route! 
 
Rob, who opted for a road bike and thus 2 climbs back up the notorious “Mamba” on the new 2-lap cycle route extended his 
lead over David, who went for the MTB and gravel route of the “White Road”.  It was always going to be an interesting 
comparison between road and MTB, the jury still remains out as to which is quicker with 3 road bikes and 3 MTB’s taking out 
the top 6 positions in the cycle leg.  Charisse was the fastest lady cyclist and she took the lead in the ladies race from Hayley, 
Nikita edged in front of Hannah in the juniors.  A flying Richard Phillips gained a significant lead for his team with the fastest 
cycle of the day, he recorded a time of 41:07 on a road bike.   For Kino the cycle was always going to be his greatest challenge 
as he set his sights on breaking the record held by Luca Ceruti for being the youngest individual competitor to complete the 
entire Breezathon, Luca did it last year, aged 8.  He had to dig deep to overcome the big hills and soft sand of the gravel road 
twice.  
 
Rob finally managed to open up a significant lead on the run and finished in a new record time of 1h20m36s, just 15 sec inside 
of the previous record set by Louis Dupper in 2004, this was on a different cycle route though.  David held onto 2nd place to 
match his best Breezathon finish and Adrian rounded out the podium positions amongst the men.  Charisse went on to win her 
first Breezathon title from 1st Junior, Nikita.  Hannah was 3rd lady and 2nd junior, she just missed the silver/bronze medal by a 
mere 4 seconds.  Rob had the fastest run on the day and Yvette followed her husband’s lead by being the quickest lady runner 
and led her team, Sandra’s Guest House, to a convincing win in the team category.  Die Bittereinders, Chantel vd Nest and 
Dawie Pelser were the winning tandem.   
 
Notable efforts were those by Gert and Sally Frohlich who after years of competing as a team and winning the oldest team 
trophy completed the event as individuals this year!  The Golden Girls started as strong favourites to regain their Oldest Team 
Trophy from them with a combined age of 199 yrs, but it was late entrants The Geats that pipped them, coming in with a total 
age of 204 years! 
 
Kino eased thru the 5km run and came home with a massive sprint finish to a great ovation from the appreciative crowd, this 
record may stand for a while!  Kino was awarded the “Alda Willis Vasbyt” trophy for his strength and courage shown.  A new 
award, “The Good Samaritan Award” was given to his Mom, Cajsa, for sacrificing her race and sticking closely to Kino’s side the 
whole race, well done Cajsa!  Another new award was “The Strength Thru Adversity Award”, this was awarded to Dave & James 
Willis.  The other awards that were handed out at the traditional prize-giving were those for youngest competitor, another 



record that may stand for a while, young Gemima Maltby aged 5 won this, she competed with Team Boney M in the team 
event.  The 4th Leg trophy was given to Gordon Laing, who was unable to compete due to a leg injury, it was felt that he needed 
the extra leg. 
 
A big thanks to all the helpers: Mel, Chantel and Peter in the safety boat, Ivan & Gail for manning the drinks table, Caryn, Zanie 
& Gordon for time-keeping, Dennis and Ann for cooking the traditional post event boerie rolls enjoyed by all and to Georges for 
leaving us this wonderful legacy!  



2011 Race Report 
 

The 11th annual Breezathon took place in Langebaan on 11 December in cool and calm conditions.  35 competitors lined up in 
Smith Street awaiting the ringing of the traditional bell signaling the start of the 1st leg, the paddle around Schaapen Island.  
Newcomer Mark Hill and the double pairing of father and daughter Hannah & Craig Maltby led the charge paddling alongside 
each other most of the way, next up was another double, father Rob & 6 year old son Kino Meintjes.  In the ladies race, Cajsa 
Meintjes held a narrow lead over Helette Basson.  Team Maltby just pipped Mark in the run up to transition to be the first 
paddlers home but the official winners of the paddling leg goes to the individuals so it was Mark and Cajsa who took the honors 
on the water.   Although the lagoon was mostly flat there was a little chop as we neared the island and this caused a little 
concern amongst some of the paddlers with one taking an early morning dip in the lagoon, the outgoing tide also created a few 
problems, this affected the slower paddlers quite radically and young James Willis, paddling a canoe a little too heavy for him 
could not fight the current and eventually made land several hundred meters north of the target after battling the current for 
over 42 minutes! 
 
The tough and hilly cycle leg into the West Coast National Park, saw Mark stretching his lead out quite dramatically, at this 
stage a storming Edgar Northey moved into 2nd place with a strong showing on the bike.  There was a lead change in the ladies 
race, Helette overhauled Cajsa to create a lead she would extend and hold thru to the end.  Team Maltby had their lead 
trimmed to just a few minutes by a flying Sally Frohlich of The Old Bones and Rob & Kino maintained their lead in the tandem 
category.  Besides a broken chain for Gordon and a puncture for Eggy (which he just carried on riding with being close to 
transition) there were thankfully no major dramas on the cycling leg. 
 
Once again Mark increased his lead on the run leg and came home to win by a record margin of nearly 17 minutes, the previous 
biggest margin was 10 minutes way back in the inaugural event in 2001.  Helette had an excellent run and recorded the fastest 
run leg of the day, she won the ladies race and was second overall, the highest ever overall placing by a lady in the event.  Eggy 
maintained his good form to finish 3rd and Cajsa finished 2nd lady and 4th overall.  
 
Team Mackay overhauled Team Lightning Macqueen (Rob & Kino) in the run to take the tandem title and Team Maltby held on 
to win the team category from the Old Bones, who were however not too disappointed as they managed to successfully defend 
their title as “The Oldest Team” (combined age: 206), they were pushed by the The Golden Girls + 1 Guy (but played a master 
stroke by replacing their previous young runner with a solid 67 yr old master to put the title beyond doubt). 
 
The first junior (u15) was Nikita who was also 3rd lady and 5th overall, the ladies actually dominated the top end of the 
leaderboard with 4 out of the top 7 positions being filled by them.  The youngest person to complete the individual event was 
an amazingly determined young Luca Ceruti, who at 8 yrs, 10 months broke the record set by James Willis who was 9.  Luca 
actually finished the paddle leg in 8th place with only Mark and Cajsa amongst the individuals ahead of him, so when he entered 
T1 he was lying 3rd in this category, an incredible performance by the youngster.  Kino was the youngest competitor overall to 
take part (this being his 2nd event), at the age of just 6 yrs, 2 months he enjoyed every minute of his tandem effort with Dad, 
they paddled in a double and he shouted encouragement to Dad from his perch on the back of the bike, he did comment at one 
stage that his legs were sore during the cycle leg!   
 
The 4th leg trophy was awarded to Cajsa for going off on her bike (for the 2nd year) while still wearing her lifejacket!  The Vasbyt 
trophy went to James for his battling determination he showed in the paddle leg and then going on to complete the race.  
 
A big thanks to all the helpers: Mel, Ivan, Gail, Dave, Neil, Dennis, Ann, Chantel and a special thanks to Georges Willis who did 
the timekeeping and is the founder of this fantastic event but was unable to take part due to his long running battle against 
cancer, we all pray for Georges’ health and hope that he will eventually be well enough to take part again.   
 



2010 Race Report 
 
The 10th anniversary event took place in the most perfect 
conditions, the overnight wind had died down and for the 1st 
time in 5 years the weather played no adverse role in the 
event. This allowed the 49 competitors to enjoy the event 
and the stunning scenery of the route in and around the 
Langebaan Lagoon. The addition of a 1km swim option for 
those not keen to paddle the 3km's around the Island was a 
huge success, the leading male paddler and swimmer exited 
the water within seconds of each other and the leading lady 
in each leg also came out very close together. The new cycle 
route into the National park was also very well received and 
much enjoyed by all participants. 
 

 
Henry de Beer, a regular Iron Man competitor, took advantage of the great swim conditions and then ripped the field apart 
with a blitz performance on the bike, he finished with a great run to win the individual male swim section with plenty to spare. 
His wife, and fellow Iron Man competitor, Abby kept it in the family by taking the ladies race. In the traditional Breezathon 
event of paddle/cycle/run, Rob Meintjes was first male home and Marina Ceruti the leading lady. "The Book", Steve & Stacey 
page, a father and daughter combination won the, increasingly popular, tandem category. "Drie Pikkewyne", consisting of 
Richard Phillips, Marius Strydom & Neno Junius won the team event. 
 
There were some really standout performances on the day, none more so than the tremendous effort of event founder, 
Georges Willis, who is currently undergoing chemotherepy, in managing to complete the race, thus allowing him to keep up his 
record and join Rob & Cajsa Meintjes as the only competitors to have done all 10 races since the Breezathon's inception in 
2001. Well done Georges, an extremely courageous effort under the circumstances, we all wish you well and hope that your 
extreme bravery and strength helps you to conquer your health challenges too! 
 

Another heartwarming effort was that of young Kino Meintjes, who at the 
tender age of just 5 years old became the youngest ever participant to take 
part in the event. Kino was the anchorman for his team "Lightning McQueen" 
and ran the full 5km run leg on his own with Mom and Dad merely providing 
him with some company along the way, he needed no assistance or coercion, 
the promise of a trophy for his efforts was more than enough motivation to 
see him through. Kino's older sister, Nikita, was the 1st junior (U15) individual 
competitor across the line. 
 
Individual Leg Winners: 
 Male  Female  

3km Paddle: Rob Meintjes 15:25 Cajsa Meintjes 20:41 

1km Swim: Dimitri Panagiotidis 15:05 Abby de Beer 21:38 

21km Cycle: Henry de Beer 40:14 Desiree Strydom 46:28 

5km Run: Henry de Beer 21:55 Janine van Zyl 26:10 

  
    

For full results, click here. For some great photo's of the event, click here. 

http://www.lagoonlife.net/content/view/75/1/
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Breezathon/180841338594576?v=photos


2009 Race Report 
 

For the 5th straight year the Breezathon took place in shocking weather conditions.  Just like in 2006 the wind was absoloutely 
howling before the start.  Wind speeds recorded that morning were averaging 60kph and gusting to 70kph!  The 2006 alternate 
600m course was an option but with several strong paddlers in the field it was decided to allow those that were capable of 
doing a 3km paddle up the Langebaan Yacht Club and back, the rest of the field did the 600m course to the Navy Jetty and back.  
In an attempt to equate the times of those that did the 2 different courses a penalty was calculated based on the slowest time 
of the paddler that did the 3km and the fastest time of the paddlers doing the 600m. 7 Paddlers made their way into the 
galeforce winds to the turn point near LYC and then enjoyed the tremendous wind generated runs on the way back, the rest of 
the field battled manfully in the awful conditions with some having to walk their boats in the shallow water as they were simply 
unable to make in forward progress.  David Warmerdam led the charge to LYC with Rob Meintjes trying to find whatever 
protection he could behind David.  Once they turned Rob took the lead and set off first on the new MTB leg into the Langebaan 
Golf Estate.  Georges Willis led the group in the 600m paddle. 

 Craig Maltby soon moved into 2nd place with a strong showing on the MTB leg and came into T2 less than a minute behind Rob, 
he made up that time on the run leg and Rob had no answer with Craig eventually running out the winner by a mere 4 seconds, 
the 2nd closest finish in Breezathon history. Rounding out the 3rd podium position was Breezathon novice, Dimitri “The Greek” 
Panagiotidis some 7 minutes adrift. 

The ladies event saw Hayley Ceruti leading out sister-in-law and former ladies champion Marina Ceruti, Hayley had 5 minutes 
on her from the treacherous paddle and slowly added to that gap on both the cycle and run legs to eventually win by 7 
minutes. 3rd lady across the line was “Iron Man” Competitor Abby de Beer, 1 minute later, I’m sure she would rather have been 
swimming (without her kayak). 

A good effort was made by the juniors with Nikita & Kyle Meintjes, Hannah Maltby and James Willis doing extremely well to 
finish the event as individuals. 

In the team event, Team Splash, Flash & Dash completely dominated from start to finish. David had good paddle and was 
followed by a tremendously brave cycling effort from Justin Maltby, who broke his collar bone after a bad fall but still continued 
on to finish the leg.  Louis Du Plessis rounded off a great team effort with a great run. 

The cycle leg claimed another victim when James Mackay was knocked off his bike by a car outside the Spar, this is the first 
time in the 9 year history that there have been any cycling accidents and it was most unfortunate and somewhat ironic that the 
organisers actually decided to change the cycle route that had been used for the past 8 years to the new route used thru the 
golf estate for safety reasons. 

Individual leg winners were: Rob Meintjes & Hayley Ceruti in the paddle, Pieter de Kock & Hayley in the cycle and Craig Maltby 
and Janet Lemmer the run. 

Hannah Maltby, 9, won the prize for the youngest competitor, whilst The Golden Girls Team of Lyn Pearson, Jill Arbuthnot & 
Ros Smith won the Madala trophy as the oldest team.  Justin Maltby won the Alda Willis Vasbyt Trophy for his tremendous 
bravery (stupidity) in completing the cycle leg with a broken collar bone. The 4th Leg Trophy is usually awarded retrospectively 
to the competitor who excelled in the after-party shenanigans the previous year, can anyone remember who it was? 

THANKS: 

Special thanks to all the helpers, especially our time-keepers, Caryn Warmerdam & Lynne Willis.  Ivan Van Niekerk for the safety 
boat on the water and Gail & Lezanne for setting-up and manning the refreshments table at the run turn.  

 



2008 Race Report 
 

"BREEZILA'S" IN THE MIST!: 

Well yet again the weather threw a massive curve-ball at us, the 2008 Breezathon took place on Sunday 15 December, in the 
most benign conditions, no howling South-Easter like 2 years ago, no torrential rain like last year, the lagoon was flat, 
everything was perfect except for one small problem, a pea-soap like fog had descended on Langebaan and by the time the 
race started the visibility was down to about 10 meters, finding the island to round while trying to take the fast, out-flowing 
current into account was no easy feat, finding the finish was even more difficult, the top 4 paddlers landed 500m to the north 
of Smith Street, we had no idea whether we were to the north or the south of the finish, while some chose to portage along the 
beach others paddled blindly looking for a familiar landmark, some paddlers reported detours via the Yacht Club, the Naval 
Jetty and Alabama Street, miraculously everyone somehow found the finish.  To give you an idea of how "blind" we were, this a 
GPS track of my paddle: 

 

Coming off the water there was nothing in it between the top four paddlers, who had stayed together to try find the finish. Rob 
Meintjes managed, by a few seconds, to take out the paddling leg and set off on the bike on his own with John van der Vyver, 
Craig Maltby and Tallon Denovan in hot pursuit, Maltby wilted on his unfavoured cycling leaving Denovan and van der Vyver to 
chase Meintjes.  Then came a twist, an unknown cyclist (controversially he was later identified as a team member who had 
done the paddle and was cycling for fun) joined the chasing group and all but pulled them back to Meintjes by the end of the 
cycle leg.  Van der Vyver, the strongest runner of the bunch then eased passed Meintjes in the run leg to round out his 2nd 
victory in the event by just over a minute.  Van der Vyver won the inaugural event back in 2001 when he showed the rest of the 
field a clean pair of heals, 7 years later he was back with a bang!  Maltby pulled a lot of time back on the run leg to take the last 
podium position, Denovan in 4th was the only other athlete to crack a silver for breaking the 1h30m barrier. 

In the ladies event, 2007 runaway champ, Gayle Momson again dominated the field and finished an amazing 6th overall (out of 
22 individuals), she was more than 20 minutes ahead of 2nd placed Janet Lemmer, with Hayley Ceruti being 3rd lady home.   

The team section saw a dominant performance from Team Scarpa, Craig Scarpa was just behind the leaders in the paddle and 
their cyclist, Shona Young put in a brilliant effort on the bike to set a new ladies cycling record of 42m22s.  Runner Gailyn Scarpa 



had an excellent run to round off their victory by over 5 minutes from The Mackay Machines who just pipped Team Sizzling 
Simpsons into 3rd place by a few seconds. 

Team Strandloper (husband and wife pair of Justin and Caron Maltby) were the 1st home in the Tandem category ahead of 
another husband and wife tandem (Team Mermaid) Cedric & Merina Kirsten.  

THANKS: 

Special thanks to all the helpers, especially our time-keepers, David & Caryn Warmerdam, Lynne Willis and Kirsten Maltby.  Ivan 
& Gail Van Niekerk for the safety boat on the water (how they didn't run any paddlers over was also a miracle!) and for setting-
up and manning the refreshments table at the run turn.  

Well done to men's champion John Van der Vyver, ladies Gayle Momson and the winning team, Team Scarpa!  

The kiddies race was hugely enjoyed by all, even if a few tears were shed along the way by competitors unhappy with their 
performances, congrats to Hannah Maltby for winning the kiddies race. 

Thanks and well done to all who took part or supported, it's the people that make this event and it's wonderful to see young 
and old trying their hearts out and loving every minute of it! 



2007 Race Report 
 
 
The 7th staging of the Langebaan Breezathon took place on Sunday 16 December 2007. Those familiar with weather conditions 
on the West Coast will confirm that this time of the year is usually associated with warm sunny days punctuated more often 
than not by strong south-easterly winds (as we experienced last year). This year however, we were greeted with the most 
unseasonable prospect of torrential rain throughout the event. It presented competitors with the most unpleasant of 
conditions most notably on the cycle leg where the flat roads were completely flooded and cyclists were forced to aqua-plane 
thru giant puddles, the fact that no-one fell during the cycle was most fortunate, drafting on the bike was also a huge challenge 
as you were rewarded with a face-full of spray from the wheel in front of you. Despite all this, everyone successfully completed 
the event and had a lot of fun along the way.  
 
The field once again included a number of young competitors, most notably James Willis who at the age of 9, was amazingly 
competing as an individual. Among the teams were Nikita Meintjes  9, Kyle Meintjes  7 and Greg Torrington  6! There were also 
five competitors who were competing in their seventh Breezathon, thus ensuring a 100% attendance record at the race. 
 
The race was started, as per tradition at 7am in Smith Street, with a mass charge down the road and onto the Lagoon for the 
round-the-island paddle leg. Mark Torrington led the field on a tight line, keeping as close as possible to the island. This tactic 
eventually back-fired when Torrington after several warning taps to his rudder finally collided with a submerged rock which 
bent his rudder back so far it actually holed his ski. He was last seen standing knee-deep in the Lagoon at the back of Schaapen 
Island cursing and trying to repair his damaged ski. This turn of events put his pursuers, David Warmerdam, Rob Meintjes, Greg 
Bertish (Team Scarpa) and Kurt de Beer (Team Termites) into the forefront, Warmerdam eventually won the paddle leg from 
Meintjes and Bertish. First lady paddler across the line was Gayle Momson (ne McArthur), in the process she shattered the 
ladies record by more than 2 minutes, she was followed by Cajsa Meintjes and Marina Ceruti. With Torrington’s race now 
dashed he very generously accompanied the younger paddlers along the remainder of the course. 
 
Charles Ekstrom of Team Termites, looking like a true Tour de France time-trialist in all his aero-dynamic kit once again led the 
cyclists out into the increasingly difficult conditions on the cycle route. Warmerdam, Meintjes and Craig Scarpa worked 
together for a while until Warmerdam dropped off the back. This put Meintjes in the lead in the individual section and he 
managed to stay with Scarpa throughout the cycle leg. Meanwhile Ekstrom had been cycling at an unbelievable pace and taking 
many a chance on the rain soaked course, he eventually won the 23km cycle-leg in an incredible time of 37m40s, shattering the 
previous record by 1m30s in the process. His average speed was a staggering 36.6 km/h which when one considers the 
conditions was quite remarkable. Gayle Momson managed to increase her lead in the ladies race with an excellent cycle, she 
was the fastest individual lady cyclist, but keeping it in the family was Carla Ekstrom, wife of the speedy Termite, Charles, who 
recorded the fastest ladies cycle time on the day and also managed to set a new ladies best of 45m51s. Amazing that both 
cycling records were broken in such conditions. Meintjes was the fastest individual male cyclist on the day. 
 
With Meintjes, Monson and Team Termites all enjoying commanding leads going into the final run leg they were able to take 
their feet off the gas and all cruised to comfortable wins in their respective categories. Notable running performances were 
recorded by, late-entrant and newcomer Daniel Elkin, he won the male running leg. Tersius van Schalkwyk was the quickest 
male team runner, followed by James MacKay. The dominant Momson added the running leg to her growing list, she was 
followed by Gailyn Scarpa and Janet de Beer. Both Momson and Scarpa beat the previous ladies running leg record! 
 

Elkinﾒs late charge did close the gap considerably on Meintjes but could not prevent him from claiming his third straight victory 
in a time of 1:23:47. Elkin took 2nd just less than a minute behind and he was followed by the flying former two-time champion 
and co-organiser, Georges Willis, always making up many places in his favoured running leg and sneaking onto the podium once 
again. 
 
Momson completed a near clean sweep by breaking 2 of the leg records as well as the overall ladies record and finished an 
incredible 5th overall! She won by 10 minutes from 2nd placed lady Marina Ceruti and 3rd placed Cajsa Meintjes    . Her 
winning time of 1:27: was not only a new ladies record, beating the previous record by more than 10 minutes but was also the 
1st time ever that a lady had dipped below the silver medal mark of 1h30m. By being the winning lady though Momson 
collected a gold medal for her magnificent performance.  
 



While all this was taking place at the front-end of the field young James Willis was battling the conditions out on the cycle leg, 
accompanied by Grandpa, Dave Willis, he manfully stuck it out and after nearly 2 hours out on the rain-soaked roads he came 
charging in, threw down his bike and set off on the run leg. We were all amazed by his strong determination. He completed the 
run and thus became, at age 9, by a very long way, the youngest ever competitor to complete the entire event as an individual. 
This record may well stand for a very long time!  
 
Greg Torrington, 6, won the prize for the youngest competitor, whilst The Old Clifton Hangovers Team of Mitch Brown, Bob 
Selman and Vic Schou won the Madala trophy as the oldest team. James Willis won the Alda Willis Vasbyt Trophy for his 
tremendous effort. The 4th Leg Trophy is usually awarded retrospectively to the competitor who excelled in the after-party 
shenanigans the previous year, with no stand-out performances in this area, it was given to Cajsa Meintjes     in recognition of 

her interesting attire during last yearﾒs cycle leg ﾖ she completed the entire 23kmﾒs with her life-jacket on!!! (would have been 

quite appropriate in this year's event!) 



2006 Race Report 
 
 
The 2006 edition of the Langebaan Breezathon was moved back to its traditional Sunday spot in the middle of December. It was 
a unique event in that for the first time ever the round-the-island paddle route had to be changed due to extremely strong 
winds and choppy seas. The wind was blowing at 35-50 km/h at 6.00am, an hour before the start, with many in the field being 
very inexperienced paddlers it was wisely decided to hold a very short paddle leg parallel to the coast heading into the wind for 
600m, turning around the Naval Jetty and then coming back with the wind to the start point. As it was several paddlers still 
required assistance from the safety boat justifying the organisers difficult decision of having to change the route.  
 
The field included a number of young competitors including, James Willis 8, Nikita Meintjes 8 and Kyle Meintjes 6 as well as six 
competitors who were competing in their sixth Breezathon, thus ensuring a 100% attendance record at the race. Defending 
individual champion, Rob Meintjes lead the field off on their charge into the howling South-Easter, opting to go under the jetty 
and then out into the deeper water to try and make the most of the downwind runs on the way back, he was closely followed 
by David Warmerdam, Craig Maltby and Jon vd Vyver, inexplicably Craig took a swim around the jetty and left David and Jon to 
do the chasing. Meintjes held his lead and won the paddling leg for the second time, he was closely followed by Warmerdam 
and Vd Vyver, first team paddler in was, Marc de Beer of Team Termites. Cajsa Meintjes was the first lady in, winning the 
paddling leg for the 4th time, she was followed by Marina Ceruti. 
 
Charles Ekstrom of Team Termites set off with the howling wind at his back on the cycle with a small lead in the team section, 

he was never caught and extended the teamﾒs lead to 1m30sec, Meintjes was still leading the individual section but newcomer 
Gilbert Preston was now chasing him, about half-way to the turn-point he was caught by a flying Justin Maltby from Team 
Strandloper, Meintjes and Maltby then worked together once they had turned back into the wind, with Maltby part of a team 
he shouldered the bulk of the workload but both cyclists managed to hold off their chasing rivals. They arrived back within 
seconds of each other and Meintjes set-off on the run with a 4 minute lead, Strandlopers running record-holder, Joahnnes 
Mentoor had work to do to ensure his team retained their title. Meintjes recorded the fastest individual cycle leg with Ekstrom 
being the fastest team cyclist. 
 
Meanwhile Cajsa Meintjes     who, possibly fearing a Tsunami, opted for the safety of her life-jacket and cycled the whole cycle 
leg with it on, was soon passed by Marina Ceruti on the cycle leg to take the lead in the ladies section, once again misfortune 
struck a competitor when ladies contender, Charisse Hansen had her running shoes mistakenly taken by another competitor, 
costing her valuable time. 
 
Mentoor soon caught and overtook Termite runner Marc de Beer to help his team Strandloper to a second successive team 
trophy as well as securing the fastest run leg, Preston was the fastest individual runner but could not make up the 4 minutes he 
was behind, Meintjes won comfortably in a time of 1:13:23, followed 2 minutes later by Preston, 3rd place went to 2-time 
champion and co-organiser Georges Willis, just 15 sec behind. This podium finish kept Willis ahead of Meintjes on the all-time 

medal list with 5 Golds to Meintjesﾒ 4. Meintjes equalled Willisﾒs record of 2 successive individual victories. 
 
Ceruti went on to record the fastest ladies cycle time and set-off on the run leg with a comfortable lead, she eventually won in 
a time of 1:34:58, she was followed by Hansen and Cajsa Meintjes    . Fran Hughes was the fastest lady on the run-leg. 
 
The strong wind meant that no records were broken in any of the legs and the overall times will have to be excluded from the 

records due to the shortened-paddle, this didnﾒt detract from a wonderful event that was enjoyed by all. 
 
Kyle Meintjes, aged 6, won the prize for the youngest competitor, whist Team Macgregor comfortably retained the Madala 
Trophy as the oldest team. Nikita Meintjes, aged 9, won the Alda Willis Vasbyt Trophy, for her brilliant paddle in the tough 
conditions, she finished 30th out of 40 paddlers, she then also completed the 5km run in 28th place beating many a seasoned 
paddler and runner along the way. The 4th Leg Trophy is normally awarded retrospectively for a competitors post-event antics 
the previous year, with no worthy performances last year however, the trophy was deservedly presented to Christian Nagel 
who put in a massive pre-4th leg effort the night before the race and had to be dragged to the start line in a less than healthy 
condition, next year the organisers may introduce pre-race breatherliser testing to ensure a clean event. 
 



2005 Race Report 
 

 
The Langebaan Breezathon was held for the first time in its five year history on a Saturday. The race was held two weeks earlier 
than its usual late December date in order to avoid a clash with other events which it was felt may impact of the number of 
entries. The change of date appeared to be popular as a record field of 63 participants lined up in Smith Street shortly before 
7.00 am on the 3rd of December 2005.  
The field included a number of local residents as well as nine competitors who were competing in their fifth Breezathon, thus 
ensuring a 100% attendance record at the race. As the paddlers set off around Schaapen Island on the first leg of the race, it 
was apparent that the dreaded south-easter would play a role in the race as it did the previous year. Two time winner of the 
paddle leg, Mark Torrington made his way to the head of the field and held on to win this leg for a third time. His margin of 
victory was however not as comfortable as expected and was some way off record pace. It would seem that the excesses of the 
previous evening were having an effect at an early stage of the race. Rob Meintjes, looking ominously fit this year, pushed hard 
all the way to finish a strong second, only 11 seconds adrift of the leader. He was followed by local resident, Christian Nagel 
with Barry Boswell in fourth place.  
 
The teams were headed home by Team Strandloper's Craig Maltby with Tallon Denovan of Team La Pirana close on his heels. In 
the ladies section, Bronwyn Cocks held a two minute lead over Cajsa Meintjes     and Carly Warmerdam at the conclusion of the 
paddle leg.  
 
Mark Torrington quickly relinquished the lead to Rob Meintjes     on the cycle leg. At the Iscor turning point, Meintjes still held 
the lead with Barry Boswell in hot pursuit, and Christian Nagel holding third place. On the return to Smith Street, Boswell 
caught the leader, and after a tactical challenge with Rob Meintjes     he arrived back at the transition area and set off on the 
run with a slender lead of just 5 seconds. Christian Nagel was still holding onto third place as he set off on the run but had stiff 
competition in the form of Dave Warmerdam, Athol Surtees and Alan Cotton breathing down his neck.  
 
Further down the field, misfortune had struck one on the pre race favourites, Richard Sutton. Sutton, well known Hout Bay 
Tuesday night surfski series organiser, punctured within meters of the start of the cycle leg. The 15 minutes it took to change 
cycle tubes ruled Sutton out of contention, but in true Breezathon spirit he continued the race to eventually finish in ninth 
place.  
 
In the team event a titanic battle was ensuing with Team SAA now having taken the lead from Team Strandloper who were 
followed by the sponsor's team, Team Amdec, in third place. A record breaking ride of 39:11 by Oliver Gilbert was responsible 
for Team SAA setting off on the run leg with a 4 minute lead. In the ladies race, Carly Warmerdam overhauled Bronwyn Cocks 
on the cycle leg and she started the run with a 26 second lead. Cajsa Meintjes    , who had given birth only two months earlier, 
was courageously holding third place, a further 15 minutes back.  
 
The run leg proved to be a tense struggle between the two leaders. At the turning point, Barry Boswell still held a slender lead 
over Rob Meintjes    . The race was still not resolved when the leaders turned up Smith Street, some 30 metres from the finish. 
A final sprint effort by Rob Meintjes     gave him victory by a mere 1 second over his rival in a winning time of 1:27:14. Third 
place went to an exhuasted Georges Willis, who managed to pick up six places on the run leg to snatch the last gold medal. He 
was closely followed by local residents Alan Cotton, Dave Warmerdam and Christian Nagel.  
 
An incredible, record shattering run of 16:37 by Langebaan Strandloper runner, Johannes Mentoor, overturned a four minute 
deficit into a comfrotable win for Team Strandloper in a new record time of 1:18:28. They were followed home by Team SAA, 
with Breezathon marketing director Dave Momsen and his team mates Bruce Kaiser and Johan Hammes taking third spot in the 
team event. Bronwyn Cocks regained the lead from Carly Warmerdam on the run to win the ladies race in a time of 1:58:56.  
 
The ladies team prize went to The Ya-Ya Sisters team comprising Lisa Templeton, Denise White and Lindsey Kaiser. Templeton 
and White were part of the winning team in 2004 and therefore successfully defended their title.  
 
James Willis, aged 7, picked the prize for the youngest competitor, whist Team Macgregor were awarded the Madala Trophy as 
the oldest team. Melissa Raath, aged 12, won the Alda Willis Vasbyt Trophy, for her courageous paddle, around the island in 
trying conditions, whilst the 4th Leg Trophy found a worthy home for the next year with Angelique Van Niekerk. 



2004 Race Report 
 

 
Sponsorship by Amdec Developments helped to ensure a record 2004 Breezathon. The were not only a record number of 
entrants - 53 athletes came under straters orders, but the race would also produce a number of record performances.  
Amongst the field who set off at 7 a.m. on 19 December from the Smith Street start line were two representatives of the 
sponsors, Clint Van Niekerk and Andre Swart. The field also included Georges Willis, the defending champion, and Rob Meintjes    
, who were the only two athletes to have competed in all previous events as individuals. The favourites for this years race 
included Richard Allen, Louis Dupper & Johan Hammes, seasoned triathletes appearing in their first Breezathons. There were 
two female competitors, Cajsa Meintjes    , the previous years winner and Pauline Meyer.  
 
Richard Allen blitzed the 3km paddle leg around Schaapen Island in a record time of 15:01 to be first out of the water and onto 
the bike. He was followed by Trevor Stander and Louis Dupper who were just under a minute off the pace. The bike leg would 
prove to be the toughest leg of the race, as the return section from Iscor was directly into a stiff south-easterly wind. At the 
Iscor turn, Richard Allen & Louis Dupper held a small lead over a bunch of four riders comprising Johan Hammes, Barry Boswell, 
Rob Meintjes     & Trevor Stander. Next through the turn was Athol Surtees, closely followed by Georges Willis. On the return 
cycle leg, Trevor Stander, who would later withdraw from the race with a calf injury, dropped back from the bunch to be passed 
by Willis & Surtees. The leading five cyclists, Allen, Dupper, Boswell, Hammes & Meintjes all arrived back at the transition area 
withinin 40 seconds of each other and it was clear that the winner would come from this bunch. Willis was next in some 5 
minutes further back, with Surtees ariving a further 15 seconds adrift. The best performance in the cycle leg came from Charlie 
Ekstrom, who broke his own record for this leg. Ekstrom completed the cycle leg in 40:09, some two minutes quicker than the 
next best cyclist. When one bears in mind that he had no help with drafting during his cycle, it was a truly magnificent effort. 
Sadly, a few swims on the paddle leg ruled him out of contention for individual race honours.  
 
The leaders in the team event after the paddle leg were the team of John vd Vyver, J Welsch & J Veron, the team coming out of 
the water in a time of 15:14. They were to extend their lead over the cycle leg and when J Veron set off on the run leg, the 
team had a lead of almost 10 minutes over the second placed team.  
 
In the ladies race, Lisa Templeton, a team entrant was first out of the water equalling the record for this leg, followed by the 
first individual lady entrant, Pauline Meyer, with defending champion, Cajsa Meintjes     just 16 seconds further back. On the 
cycle leg, Denise White, would further extend the ladies team lead handed over to her by Templeton, to hand over to the 
running member of the team, Bev Forbes.  
 
Louis Dupper returned the fastest run of the day in a record 20:02 to take line honours in a new record time of 1:20:51. He 
shattered the old record by a shade under 5 minutes. He was followed home by Johan Hammes (1:21:59), with Richard Allen 
third in 1:23:15. The fourth man home, Barry Boswell, also bettered the old record. The top five was rounded off by Georges 
Willis who managed to overtake his great rival, Rob Meintjes    , on the run leg.  
 
In the ladies race, Pauline Meyer extended her lead in the cycle leg, although she was penlised 5 minutes for not completing 
the correct course. She further extended her lead over the run leg to win the ladies race in a time of 1:47:40, some 7 minutes 
outside the ladies record for the course.  
 
J Veron ran the second fastest run leg of the day to help his team to a win in a record time of 1:22:10, finishing 18 minutes 
ahead of the second placed team. In second place in the team event was the ladies team of Lisa Templeton, Denise White and 
Bev Forbes. The ladies did themselves proud by bettering the ladies team record by 18 minutes.  
 
Gail van Niekerk, who after many years of inactivity, decided to put in some training at the Sports Science Institute, was 
rewarded for her efforts by winning the Vasbyt Trophy. Emily Willis, aged 9, won the trophy for being the youngest ever 
Breezathon competitor. At the other end of the age divide, Mel Richter, Dave Willis and Gail van Niekerk won the Madala 
Award as the oldest team, whilst Georges Willis walked away with the 4th Leg Award for his determined drinking performance 
after the 2003 event. 
 



2003 Race Report 
 

 
The third annual Langebaan Breezathon, with a field of 25 competitors, began with a ring of the traditional start bell at 7 a.m. 
on Sunday, 14 December 2003. Amongst the field were both previous winners of the event, John Vd Vyver, who won the 
inaugural race, and Georges Willis, the defending champion.  
Mark Torrington, the record holder of the paddle leg, soon took the lead on the water followed by a group including Rob 
Meintjes    , John Vd Vyver and Martin Epstein. Torrington, competing as a team entrant this year, increased his lead steadily 
throughout the paddle route around Schaapen Island and won the first leg of the race in a new record time. He was followed 
approximately a minute and a half later onto the beach by the leader in the individual race, Rob Meintjes    , with Martin 
Epstein and John Vd Vyver coming in next in the same time. Georges Willis who experienced mechanical problems after hitting 
a rock, trailed in eighth place. The first woman paddler home was Casja Meintjes, who won this leg for the third straight year 
running.  
 
Rob Meintjes    , who wore shoes and socks from the start, in an effort to save transition time, took a sizeable lead into the 
cycle leg. At the cycle turn point at Iscor, Meintjes held a lead of two minutes over Georges Willis who was coming back into 
contention after his problems on the paddle leg. Misfortune had struck John Vd Vyver in the form of a puncture shortly before 
the half way mark on the cycle leg. At this stage Vd Vyver had been in second place and appeared to be gaining on the leader. 
The puncture effectively put Vd Vyver out of contention for a win, but with the help of a repalcement bike, he gamely 
continued and finished the race. For his efforts, Vd Vyver would later be awarded the Vasbyt Trophy.  
 
In the team event, Charlie Ekstrom, who had taken over in third place from paddler Nicholas Gates, completed the cycle leg in 
the fastest time of the day to put his team into the lead. Meanwhile, Casja Meintjes, the only individual female entrant, 
emulated her brother by achieving the fastest female bike ride of the day.  
 
Rob Meintjes     started the run leg with a lead of just under two minutes over second placed Georges Willis, with Martin 
Epstein a further three & a half minutes further back in third place. By the turn point of the run, just past the Langebaan Yacht 
Club, Meintjes lead had shrunk to about 10 seconds, and shortly after the turn Willis finally caught the race leader. Meintjes 
and Willis now raced for the finish line at Smith Street, surging and counter surging, until eventually just before Zizi's 
Restaurant, Willis managed to open up a small gap, which he maintained to the finish. Willis crossed the finish line 10 seconds 
ahead of Meintjes to successfully defend his title. The first two finishers both broke the course record. Martin Epstein finished 
strongly in the run leg to round off the gold medalllists.  
 
Sole ladies entrant, Cajsa Meintjes    , went one better than her runner up position of the previous year in the winning the 
ladies race in 1 hour and 56 minutes. Her time was an improvement of some two minutes over the last year but was still well 
outside the ladies record.  
 
The team of Nicholas Gates, Charlie Ekstrom and Marc De Beer comfortably won the team event by some thirteen minutes over 
the second placed two-man team of Mark Torrington and Richard Phillips. In the process, they broke the team record by 7 
minutes.  
 
At the prize giving, husband and wife combination of Rob and Cajsa Meintjes were awarded the 4th Leg trophy for their 
drinking exploits the previous year. The prize giving was followed by some fierce competition for the award to be presented 
after the next year's event. 
 
 



2002 Race Report 
 
A record field of 36 competitors came under starters orders for the 2nd annual Langebaan Breezathon on the morning of 22 
December 2002, the weather conditions being near perfect, after the unseasonal storms of the previous day.  
After the usual charge down Smith Street to the beach, the competitors took to the water, with Rob Meintjes     in the lead. 
Meintjes was to hold the lead throughout the paddle leg, which he won in a time of 17 minutes and 10 seconds. He was pushed 
hard all the way by Hout Bay lumberjack, Kurt De Beer, who finished in second place, just a few seconds off the pace. The two 
leaders were followed by a slim and fit looking Martin Epstein, who repeated his third place of the previous year, with last 
year's race runner up, Georges Willis in fourth place.  
 
The first lady out of the water, was Cajsa Meintjes    , making it a family affair for the Meintjes. She was followed by late entrant 
Lindsey Chicken, with Sheila Willis next in third place.  
 
A quick transition by Kurt De Beer saw him take the lead into the cycle leg in what was to be the first of five changes of the lead 
that were to occur during the race. De Beer's lead was however short lived, as a few kilometers down the road, Rob Meintjes     
wrested back the lead, which he held until the entrance to Club Mykonos. As the field left Mykonos en route to the cycle 
turning point at Iscor, Georges Willis went to the front. Rob Meintjes     was however determined to stay in the race and he 
clung to the new leader. Shortly before the turning point of the cycle leg, a flying Charlie Ekstrom joined to leaders. The lead 
pack of three remained together until the small hill just after the Mykonos entrance on the return route, at which point 
Ekstrom, a veteran of many Argus Cycle Tours, made a break to which the other two riders could not respond. Ekstrom 
maintained and increased his lead to win the cycle leg in record time. Ekstrom started the run leg with a 25 second lead over 
Georges Willis, who in turn led Rob Meintjes     by 10 seconds. Jonas Kjellqvist, who had arrived from the snow and ice of 
Sweden, only a few days before the event was lying in fourth place some 6 to 7 minutes off the pace.  
 
Further down the field, Martin Epstein who was strongly placed, suffered a puncture to his bike and effectively retired from the 
race, although he gamely completed the run leg. In the lady's race, Lindsey Chicken took over the lead on the cycle leg and had 
built up a lead of approximately 15 minutes over second placed Casja Meintjes when she set off on the run leg.  
 
Georges Willis, now on his favourite run leg, hauled in Charlie Ekstrom at Zizis Restaurant and pulled away from the field. By the 
time Willis had broken the tape at Smith Street to win the Langebaan Breezathon in a new record time, he had increased his 
lead to in excess of two minutes over his nearest rival. Charlie Ekstrom held onto second place, beating his brother-in-law, Rob 
Meintjes     into third place by less than a minute. The top three finishers all broke one and a half hours.  
 
In the ladies race, Lindsey Chicken further increased her lead in the run leg and became the first women ever to complete the 
Breezathon. Casja Meintjes finished in second place some 18 minutes behind the winner, followed by Sheila Willis, three 
minutes further back.  
 
The team event was won by the family entry of John Du Plessis, Murray Mc Intosh & Fran Kimble in a new record time of 
1:32:10, smashing the old record by some 9 minutes. They were followed across the line some 16 minutes later husband & wife 
Fritz and Zelda Els competing together with Christian Swart. The highlights of the team race were the performance of Fran 
Kimble and local Langebaan doctor Marie Human who posted the 2nd and 3rd fastest run times of the day, with only the 
winner Georges Willis bettering their times.  
 
A new award was presented at the prize giving, being the Vasbyt Trophy. The trophy is to be presented each year to the person 
who displays particular courage and determination on race day. The trophy was awarded to Alda Willis who despite being 
gravely ill attended efficiently to the timekeeping duties. 
 
 



2001 Race Report  
 
Shortly after 7.00 am on the morning of 23 December 2001, official starter, Georgette Burreddu, sent the inaugural Breezathon 
field of 28 athletes on their way with a ring of the traditional start bell.  
After a brief dash down Smith Street to their awaiting boats on the beach, the field took to the water for the first leg of the 
race, a paddle of approximately 3km. Seasoned paddler, and a veteran of more than 15 Berg River Marathons, Mark Torrington, 
soon became the early leader. Torrington, who only the previous day had completed the gruelling Cape Point Surf-Ski 
Challenge, an event of over 50 km, stormed onto the beach and up the road to the transition area in a time of just over 16 
minutes. He was followed by pre-race favourite John van der Vyver, with former lifesaver, Martin Epstein in third place.  
 
Torrington began the second leg of the race, a cycle of approximately 23km from Langebaan to Iscor and back with a lead of 
just over a minute, however shortly after the turn off to Club Mykonos he was caught and passed by a strong riding van der 
Vyver. By the time he had reached the Smith Street transition area at the end of the cycle leg, van der Vyver had built up a 
commanding lead of approximately seven minutes over the rest of the field. Excitement was to follow in the transition area as 
the second and third placed individual athletes, as well as the cyclist of the first placed team arrived simultaneously. Mark 
Torrington was doggedly holding on to second place, only seconds ahead of race organiser Georges Willis, who after a poor 
paddling leg had moved up strongly through the field on the cycle leg. Torrington and Willis set off in a vain attempt to catch 
the flying van der Vyver, together with the runner of the first placed team, Carlos Gomes-Luis who had now taken over from 
brother-in-law Izak Van Niekerk after the cycle leg.  
 
With van der Vyver further extending his lead with each step of the 5km run leg out past the Yacht Club and back to the finish 
at Smith Street, second place became a battle for survival between Torrington and Willis. After 1 hour and a shade under 27 
minutes of racing, John van der Vyver sped over the finish line to win the first ever Langebaan Breezathon with a lead of just 
under 10 minutes and thereby claim the magnificent Breezathon Shield, which was handcrafted by Dennis Meintjes specially 
for the event.  
 
With the efforts of the previous day eventually taking their toll on the brave Mark Torrington, his pace slowed during the latter 
stages of the run leg, allowing Georges Willis to break away from his rival and take second place in a time of 1 hour and 36 
minutes. Torrington bravely held on for third place in a time of 1 hour and 41 minutes. The top five positions in the individual 
race were rounded off by Mike Willis and Charlie Ekstrom in fourth and fifth positions respectively.  
 
Carlos Gomes-Luis maintained the lead for his team through the run leg to take the team title together with Izak Van Niekerk 
and paddler, Melt De Kock. Their winning time was 1 hour and 41 minutes.  
 
Whilst there were no individual female entrants, Cajsa Meintjes     and Sheila Willis kept the flag flying for the fairer sex by 
taking the ladies team title in a time of 2 hours and 11 minutes.  
 
Further down the field there were a number of gallant efforts, none more so than the determined effort displayed by Simon 
Hart to get to the finish. After a slow paddle leg on an uncompetitive waveski, he encountered the misfortune of a puncture on 
the cycle leg. The cycle leg was ultimately completed on a combination of 3 cycles, one of which belonged to his 10 year old 
son, and some running and walking. Gamely, he went on to complete the run leg and thereby the entire race within the cut-off 
time of three and a half hours. For his efforts, he received the "Rusty Man" award for being the last official individual finisher.  
 
An unofficial liquid "fourth leg" followed the prize giving, with the general consensus being that Rob "China" Meintjes just 
shaded Georges Willis to take the honours in the most fiercely contested leg of the day. Other notable efforts in the fourth leg 
came from Mark Torrington and Charlie Ekstrom.  
 

 




